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Mac knows Rogue is his from the moment she holds him hostage, but she'll never let him claim

her...If Mac ran the world, everything would be better. Everyone would say what they felt, mean

what they said, and never, ever get offended. At least that's what he thought his own personal

utopia would look like, until he met Rogue.Rogue's life was just fine, thank you very much. An

expert in her chosen field of danger and lies, she was well on her way to retiring by 30, as long as

she could keep her curious mental slide under control. Until that hot-as-sin cop showed up, turning

her life upside down, bringing her everything she'd always-and never-wanted.99,621 words.

Standalone, but you will enjoy it more if you start with One True Mate 1.
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This is book 5 in the series. Please read them in order so you know the characters and can follow

the prophecy. There are cop shifters trying to find their one true mates, whom are 1/2 angles and

fighting the evil Khain. Love, action, and laughs.Overview. Mac has had a hard time connecting to

the other wolf shiften's. The only one he does seam to work well with is the odd man out their bear



shiften Bruin. The create a bearomance instead of a bromance. But when Bruin (sees the future)

tells Mac he will meet his mate at the rut but not in a normal way, Mac tries his best to find her

before that happens. But even more, Mac soon find nods out that they have crossed paths several

times in life. But Rouge doesn't want to give in to him. She has had to fight her way through life

since she was 5. No way was she going to let a man have her, make her a wife, even worse make

her have kids or pups. So the two have to fight it out. That is until Khain makes his presence in the

world again.

I think this might be my favorite book of the series! Mac and Bruin are hilarious together and adding

Rogue to the mix adds nothing but greatness to the mix!

I enjoyed reading each of these books. Each shifter with his own personality and selfless attributes.

Mac was a complete badass and very cynical. Would loved to learned more about him as a kid. I

love the fact that the bearen Bruin is "befriend". It took awhile for Rogue to come around and

hopefully she'll learn to control that mouth around her sisters and their mates. I can't wait to see who

Bruins will be mated to, if that's in his future. Would be nice to see some interracial mating.

Every book is a must read... I do recommend you start with the first book although it isn't necessary.

I do suggest that when you start reading you have plenty of time planned where you can read right

through the fifth book! I couldn't wait to read the book and couldn't wait to get to the next installment

so I am seriously looking forward to the 6th story about Bruin & his Promised One! Extremely

well-developed characters and story line that has been throughout each of the books! Keep them

coming!

What a convergence between two like minds. Both stubborn, wise cracking, smart and deadly. One

knows what is happening the other is working from snippets of information. Finally one realizes

there is something bigger than her free will working and if she gives she will get everything she

didn't know she wanted or needed. The big story pieces are falling into place and the stage is set for

the final battle. Great read. I am looking forward to the next book.

Lisa is a genius!!! I am forever fascinated by the twist of her creative mind. Rogue was a handful

and at times I wished better for Mac. But Ms Ladew makes it work. If memory serves me correct we

all thought Mac was a jerk in OTM 1. So it is only fitting that his OTM be equally as vexing. Thanks



Lisa for allowing us to join you on this journey! Can't wait for Bruin's story. I just want to hug him and

cuddle him for days!!

In this book we get to know more about Mac. In the other books we are that the others don't think

very highly of him and he's done what if an ass. But this book shows he's more, much more. I

absolutely loved this book and it was so fun to read! I laughed and yes I cried. If you have read any

of the other OTM books, you have to read this one. It's me favorite so far and it won't disappoint

you.

I loved this book. To date it is my favorite of the series, and you said there will be 13. I can't wait for

them to be written. This book has so many cliff hangers in it, every time I turn around I'm rooting for

Mac or Rogue. I was so happy when they finally got together only for her to disappear. As a reader I

get deeply involved with the characters in most books I read, and Lisa is a writer that makes it very

easy to relate to all of her characters.
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